CHUKYO GAKUIN UNIVERSITY（中京学院大学）
Evaluation summary
“Standard 1. Mission and Objectives, etc.”
Based on the spirit of foundation “be a template of seriousness in arts and sports” and
the school mottos “seriousness” and “goodness,” the corporate business of the CHUKYO
GAKUIN UNIVERSITY defines “cultivating human resources who challenge valiantly in
all times- cultivating human resources who have ‘true power of execution’ against real
world” as its mission.
The University has conducted activities to modernize mission of the corporate business
in response to changes of social environment and formulated the “code related to the goal
of cultivation of human resources and the goal of other education and researches in the
departments and divisions of the CHUKYO GAKUIN UNIVERSITY” to define more
specific human resources.
The spirit of foundation and “Middle-term Plan 2015 of the Incorporated School Adachi
Gakuen (annual year 2016-2020)” are understood and supported by its Board members and
faculty and staff, and known to everyone on and off campus through various media.
“Standard 2. Learning and Teaching”
The University defines its admission policy and keeps number of accepting students with
generally-suitable rate of filled acceptance limit both in the Department of Business
Administration and the Department of Nursing.
It has clear diploma policy and curriculum policy based on the educational objective and
tries to guarantee quality of education.
The University sends feedback of the results of lecture evaluation questionnaires to its
teachers to use the same in improving its educational contents and learning guidance.
In the Department of Business Administration, university teachers work hard together in
the process to prepare texts of “Program to Improve Basic Scholarship” and connect their
efforts to improvement of educational ability.
Its repair work to make the buildings earthquake-resistant was completed. In addition,
evacuation drill is conducted frequently although it is not every year.
“Standard 3. Management, Admission and Finance”
The University formulated internal regulations including the code of donative activities
based on related laws and regulations, and adheres to the laws applicable to operation of
universities properly, where discipline and truthfulness of the operation is maintained.
The Board of Executive Directors is established and operated functionally under the
Board of Directors. University Operating Committee controlled by the President discusses
matters related to the whole university and appropriate leadership of the President is
exerted.
Auditors performs its duties in an appropriate manner and the Board of Trustees’

meetings are held properly. Its function of governance is secured by mutual check of
respective administrative bodies of the corporate business and the University.
In 2013, the Department of Nursing was completed. The University also tries to
establish stable financial ground and secure balance of payment by reducing cost and
enhancing its power of recruitment.
The accounting procedures are properly conducted according to the accounting code of
the incorporated school. Audit of chartered accountants and joint audit of auditors, internal
audit room, and chartered accountants are also conducted.
“Standard 4. Self-Inspection and Evaluation”
The President who is also the chairman of the Self-Inspection and Evaluation committee
plays a central role in organizing a system to conduct Self-Inspection and Evaluation
activities based on view point of the whole university. The committee has unified the cycle
of Self-Inspection and Evaluation since 2015 and is conducting it at one year intervals.
Its Self-Inspection and Evaluation is transparent since basic materials and data to
understand the current situation are summarized in a list of major materials within the
University. Reports of Self-Inspection and Evaluation are published widely to society and
the information is shared within campus by using a public file of internal network.
In 2015 improvement plan based on the results of Self-Inspection and Evaluation, the
University is working on integration of plan-do-check-action (PDCA) cycle to fully utilize
the results of Self-Inspection and Evaluation by conducting specific examination under the
leadership of the President, etc.
In general, based on the spirit of foundation and school motto, the University defined
mission of the corporate business, is examining future concept including facility plan based
on the “Middle-term Plan 2015,” and tries to maintain and improve its functions of
education and research to accommodate itself to a new era and society. Therefore, it is
expected that the University uses continuous efforts to guarantee quality of education and
improves payment balance further to stabilize its financial ground.
Please see a general comment of the standard for “Standard A. Regional Alliances”
defined as a unique framework of the University based on its mission and goal.

